30 December 2017

PRESS RELEAS
on the joint permanent project of:
Association of Non-Governmental Organizations “National Youth Council of Russia”,
the Institute of Education Development Strategy of the Russian Academy of Education,
the Peoples' Friendship University of Russia (RUDN University),
the Moscow Society of Naturalists at Lomonosov Moscow State University,
the Public Organization ‘Family of Moscow State University Students and Graduates’
and ‘Electronic Scientific Edition Almanac Space and Time’
as part of preparation and holding
annual Nauka 0+ All-Russian Festival
As a part of preparation and holding annual Nauka 0+ All-Russian Festival of Science,
Association of Non-Governmental Organizations “National Youth Council of Russia”, the
Institute of Education Development Strategy of the Russian Academy of Education, the Peoples'
Friendship University of Russia (RUDN University), the Moscow Society of Naturalists at
Lomonosov Moscow State University, the Public Organization ‘Family of Moscow State
University Students and Graduates,’ and ‘Electronic Scientific Edition Almanac Space and Time’
invites school pupils, undergraduates, and post-graduate students between the ages of 12 and 30
– anyone who is interested in scientific research, and who has already made their first steps on
the path of scientific knowledge of the world and is ready to present their first scientific results
to an audience of scientific experts – to participate in a special issue of the journal:

Studia Studiosorum*: Achievements of Young Researchers
*[Successful Science Students’ Researches]

‘Success’ is defined in the Dictionary of the Russian Language as the achievement of set objectives
(Explanatory Dictionaries of the Russian Language by Vladimir I. Dal and Dmitry N. Ushakov), as the positive
result of something, and the public recognition of something or someone (Great Dictionary of the Russian
Language by Sergey A. Kuznetsov).
We invite the new generation of researchers to participate in a special (thematic) issue of ‘Studia
Studiosorum: Achievements of Young Researchers (Successful Science Students’ Researches)', in the
interdisciplinary electronic scientific and educational almanac, published with the support of the Scientific Council of
the Russian Academy of Sciences on the Study and Protection of Cultural and Natural Heritage and the RAS Problem
Commission ‘Chronobiology and Chronomedicine’, so that new researchers have a platform to highlight the most
interesting results of their own independent scientific research in the fields of humanities and the natural sciences.
We invite young researchers so that their achievements — the best results of their research — become known to
the wider scientific community (the Almanac currently has an audience of upward of 27 thousand readers in 118
countries around the world*, and every day this audience increases**).
* For a year and a half, our readership has increased by 14 thousand people and 13 countriesю
**For more information on previous editions of the electronic Almanac please visit the website: http://j-spacetime.com/

We invite those who will form the new generation of scientists tomorrow, to help them today to become more
successful: to support non-standard, ‘non-dogmatic’ thinking, to create the conditions for future scholarly
communication, scientific recognition and scientific careers as authors, whose articles, if published in the special
(thematic) issue, will be included in the Russian Index of Scientific Citation.

Both theoretical and applied material, with at least a 70% level of originality that successfully passes the review
process conducted by candidates and doctors of science will be published in the next issue of the journal:

• Advances of Science
[History of science]

• Achievements in the Science of Science
[Philosophy, methodology]

• Achievements in Science of World Cognition:
History of Philosophical Thought the Eyes of Young Researchers
[History of philosophy]

• Achievements in Social Sciences
[Social philosophy, history, archaeology, sociology, political science, law and jurisprudence,
economics, social pedagogy, social psychology, ecology]

• Achievements in Cultural Sciences
[Aesthetics, cultural studies, art history, history of culture, architecture, philology, linguistics]

• Achievements in Human Sciences
[Philosophical anthropology, anthropology, cognitive science, history, archaeology, psychology,
education, medicine and human physiology]

• Achievements in Natural Sciences
[Geography, geology, geo-ecology, soil science, biology, physics, mechanics, astronomy, ecology, plant
and animal physiology, animal sciences and animal medicine]

• Achievements in Industrial Sciences
[ Industrial ecology, safety and environment]

• Achievements in Information Sciences
[Cybernetics, computer science]

The project organizers place no restrictions on authors in the selection and understanding of the research
areas, and would particularly welcome interdisciplinary work.
Working languages of the special (thematic) issue are English and Russian.
All materials will be published on a non-commercial basis.

We invite all interested parties to take part in our project:
young researchers — as authors,
interested academic, educational and socio-scientific organizations — as
co-organizers and media sponsors.

The main requirements for the articles are as follows:


For review and possible publication articles must be written by students and their creative teams; without the
co-authorship of supervisors; without the accompanying recommendation of a supervisor or any external
review; and accompanied by colour photographs of all the authors (photos in JPEG and TIFF formats,
resolution at least 300 dpi).



The content of all articles should be of scientific interest, written in accordance with the norms of academic
language; article titles should correspond to their content.



Articles should be no less than 10,000 characters (including spaces), clearly state the research objectives and
scientific reasoning, provide an abstract and keywords, as well as a bibliography, containing no fewer than 15
sources for humanities research and 7 sources for the natural sciences, cybernetics and informatics (see
application form).



Charts, graphs, drawings and photos can be used to illustrate the articles (provided in JPEG and TIFF formats,
resolution at least 300 dpi), as can multimedia content (video, audio, computer graphics).

Terms and conditions for submission of materials to the special (thematic) issue

Studia Studiosorum*: Achievements of Young Researchers
*[ Successful Science Students’ Researches]
All material for review and publication should be provided as several individual files, the titles of which should begin
with the names of the author(s).

1. The main file (Microsoft Word, *.doc, *.docx) should contain the text of the article and have the following
structure:
 title of the article;
 the surname and initials of all authors: if there are two or more authors, their names should be marked with a
corresponding number of asterisks;
 brief information about the author(s) of the article (see application form below); if the number of authors is two or
more their details should be marked by asterisks in accordance with the same numbering used to denote the
authors' names;
 abstract of no less than 250 words in good academic English (automatic translation is not allowed) in the first
person using the active voice ('I examined', 'I have shown', 'we discussed', 'we conclude').
The abstract should be structured as follows:
Relevance — the subject of study — research methods — research results (findings) — conclusions.
 keywords that characterize the content of the article (from 5 to 10 words or phrases, in the nominative, lower case
letters, separated by commas or semicolons);
 full article (12 pt, Times New Roman font, justified alignment, single-line spacing, paragraph indent the first line
0.6 cm) with an inline link in square brackets with the name of the quoted author, year of publication of their work
and, if necessary, page number for quotations (see reference design examples below).
All of the tables, formulas and illustrations (graphics and multimedia) should be sequentially numbered.
All graphics and captions, as well as formulas to be created in specially created table cells.
 the reference list should be in alphabetical order, issued in accordance with MLA7.
For all references listed in the bibliography all authors for every publication must be specified, regardless
of the number of names; ‘et al.’ is not permitted.

Examples of correct referencing:
For normative legal acts:
[Resolution of UN S/RES/679(1990) of 30 Nov. 1990]
[Constitution of the Republic of Ghana 1992]
[Education Act 1996, Section 509: Provision of Transport etc., (B).]

For archival documents and reference books:
[Archivio di Stato di Genova, Sala San Giorgio, Sala 34, 1226, Massaria Caffae 1381]
[OED Add. Ser. 1993, volume 2]

For publications without authors, including media and electronic resources
["Obama, Hollande Urge Against Escalation…" 2015]

For two or more authors:
[Smith, Chang 2011, p. 39] —two authors
[Smith et al. 1976] —for the writing team of three or more authors the first surname is indicated in the list)

For only one author:
[Smith Web., n.d.] — for undated foreign internet sources
[Smith J. 2008; Smith P. 2011] — for namesakes
[Smith 2010.a, 2010.b] — for work from the same author published in the same year in different sources. In this case,
the in-text references contain the same letter (a, b) as noted in the end text reference list.

2. The ‘paper application’ file (Microsoft Word, format *.doc, *.docx) contains the questionnaire to be completed,
including mandatory information marked with a red asterisk.
Article application form
Author 1* (in full)
Education institution*
Scientific degree*
(Post-graduate and PhD students should specify their Masters degree; and
Masters students their first degree)
ORCID ID* (if applicable)
Study year*
Country, city*
Author 2* (if applicable)
etc., the same information as for first author
Research advisor
Academic status
Organization
Personnel position
Country, city
Title of article*
Abstract*
Attention! The abstract of no less than 250 words should be written in
good academic English (automatic translation is not allowed) in the first
person using the active voice ('I examined', 'I have shown', 'we discussed', 'we
conclude').
The abstract should be structured as follows:
Relevance - the subject of study - research methods – research
results – conclusions
Keywords*
References in MLA 7*
In this column include a translation into English of all bibliographic
information on sources in the reference list, for which the Latin
alphabet is not used.
To generate a link to Internet sources used:
http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/citationbuilder/old/cite.php?source=book
(monographs);
http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/citationbuilder/old/cite.php?source=bookchapter
(articles from collections and chapters from monographs);
http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/citationbuilder/old/cite.php?source=scholar
(articles from academic journals);
http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/citationbuilder/old/cite.php?source=newspaper
(newspapers articles);
http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/citationbuilder/old/cite.php?source=magazine
(articles from non-scientific journals);
http://www.lib.ncsu.edu/citationbuilder/old/cite.php?source=website
(Internet sources)

When there is a Romanization of translated sources,
please, indicate the authentic writing of the names and
initials of foreign authors

The following should be submitted in separate files:


copies of all graphics presented in the materials for publication: charts, graphs, diagrams, drawings, photographs (in
JPEG format, minimum resolution 300 dpi), and tables (Microsoft Word, *.doc, *.docx.);



captions (in a single file *.doc, *.docx);



a photograph of the author(s) (JPEG, resolution of at least 300 dpi)

To participate in the project, submit your work marked ‘Studio-successes’ by e-mail to the following addresses of the
Editorial Board:
y-editorial@j-spacetime.com
olga-n-tynyanova@j-spacetime.com
ucg.ltd@list.ru
For participation in the project ‘Studia Studiosorum: Achievements of Young Researchers (Researches by Successful
Science Students),’ please, contact us at the following addresses:
y-editorial@j-spacetime.com;
olga-n-tynyanova@j-spacetime.com;
ucg.ltd@list.ru.

